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YOGA DAY CELEBRATION

Yoga is an invaluable gift of ancient tradition.
The International Yoga day was celebrated in
our school as part of the awareness about Yoga
for Life. The virtual celebration brought
enthusiasm in children to perform asanas and
understand the importance of a healthy mind,
body and soul.

Yoga is the
artwork of
awareness on
the canvas of
body, mind and
soul.

DOCTOR’S DAY CELEBRATION

1st July is celebrated as National Doctor’s Day
across the country. Children expressed their
gratitude to the Superheroes by saluting them for
the service towards the community. They made
‘Thank You’ cards for their family doctors. They
understood and acknowledged their selfless
services to the community, especially during the
pandemic situation.

Kindness it
costs nothing
but means
everything.

VAN MAHOTSAV

Children across grades enjoyed watering plants
and shared pictures with their potted plants and
home garden. They discussed in the class about
growing plants and taking care of them. They
also shared their thoughts about the benefits
that plants give to us.

We learn a lot
from trees:
They're always
grounded but
never stop
reaching
heavenward.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
EPL ACTIVITIES

WATER TRANSFERRING

TANDOM WALKING

PEGGING ACTIVITY

TRANSFERING SOYA

An investment
in knowledge
pays the best
interest.

SPOONING

MAKING OF LEMONADE

TRANSERRING OF GRAINS

Our kindergarten buddies are engaged in
practical life activities that develops a high level
of concentration, sense of order, independence,
respect for their surroundings. The child
improves fine motor skills for more cognitively
demanding work. They take pride in completing
the task well.

It is the
supreme art
of the teacher
to awaken joy
in creative
expression
and
knowledge.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES
‘SHOW AND TELL’ ACTIVITY

Grade 1 children illustrated and took pride in
presenting the family tree as a ‘Show and Tell’
activity to their peers. They showcased their
understanding of the roles of their family
members. They were excited to introduce their
family members.

Families are
like branches
of a tree. We
grow in
different
directions yet
our roots
remain as one.

CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

MATH ACTIVITY

Children of Grade I were engaged with
challenges using lines and curves. Children
creatively participated by illustrating and
showing objects having lines and curves.

SCIENCE EXPERIMENT

Grade IV students performed a simple
experiment with plants to understand how
water is released through their leaves. Such
activities help in developing critical thinking
and reasoning skills in children.

Scientific
inquiry starts
with
observation.
The more one
can see, the
more one can
investigate.

GERMINATION OF SEEDS

Grade III children sowed seeds and observed
the growth and recorded them. The experiential
learning facilitates to explore Science with
curiosity and confidence.

HIGH FIVE ACTIVITY

Children of Grade I chose five different chores,
and took initiative to help their family members.
They drew a happy face on the palm and got a
high five for their efforts from their family
members.

Happiness is
the secret of
all beauty.

ALL ABOUT ME ACTIVITY

All About Me activity was a fun way for children
to explore different aspects of themselves: their
characteristics, like and dislikes, hobbies,
ambition and many more.

WELLNESS

Kids deserve
the right to
think that
they can
change the
world.

ART GALLERY

A true
masterpiece
does not tell
everything.

PARENT ORIENTATION

Parent orientation was conducted for all the
parents grade wise. The holistic features of the
curriculum and its approach, value additions
and co curricular activities were discussed.
Parents were also given certain guidelines for
virtual classroom routines.

The future
belongs to
those who learn
more skills and
combine them
in creative
ways.

WORKSHOP FOR PARENTS

‘Managing our children’s emotions in this
pandemic.’
A workshop for parents was organized by the
school in association with Parenting Matters,
Chennai. The session addressed the children’s
fears and promoted a sense of safety and well
being during the pandemic. This was a session,
much in need of the hour for parents on how to
manage children’s emotions and build strong
emotional bonds with them. It gave an
opportunity to understand simple yet very
important actions that have to be practiced to
promote the sense of safety and well-being in
the young minds.

People who
care about
each other,
enjoy doing
things for one
another.

INDUCTION & ORIENTATION PROGRAMME
FOR TEACHERS

The teachers were welcomed for AY 2021-22.
Induction for new teachers and orientation
programme, marked the beginning of another
year of virtual teaching and learning.
Sessions on school ethos, philosophy, policies
and curriculum was conducted. Mindfulness and
wellness programmes relaxed and calmed the
teachers during the sessions.

Leadership
is the
capacity to
translate
vision into
reality

PARENTING TIP

PRACTICE
KIND AND
FIRM
POSITIVE
PARENTING

We have to direct our
children in the right path.
Setting limits and being
consistent are the keys to
help him/her set routine
for himself /herself.
Upcoming events:
• Independence Day
• Onam
• Krishna Jayanthi

If we give children
positive experiences, they
will have the ability to
experience themselves
and offer them to others
too.

